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Technical Borescope PCE-RS 90 
 

Rigid borescope with a working length of 275 mm / diameter 9 mm / LED bulbs / axial viewing direction 
can be adjusted on the shaft / battery operation / viewing direction 90 °  

A super bright miniature light-emitting diode on the lens of the endoscope lightens even the darkest corners. Due 
to the extremely long life of LED, a change of the bulb is not necessary any more. Due to the adjustable 
brightness control on the endoscope, an adaptation of the light strength for different application cases is possible 
without any problems. 
A powerful lithium-ion battery allows a mains independent operation. The endoscope provides an outstanding 
picture quality, an ideal lighting, a compact design and unlimited mobility at an affordable price. Thus, this 
endoscope gives ideal images during the checks, for example, in hollow spaces as well as during the engine 
inspection.. 
  

- light weight 
- Li-ion battery pack 
- ergonomic design 
- light temperature 5300 ° K 
- minimal heat emission 
- no lamp replacement needed 
- adjustable light intensity 
- rotation - axial viewing direction can be adjusted on the shaft without turning the device 
- automatic battery charger 
- unmatched picture quality 
- robust plastic case supplied 
- solid shaft 
  

Technical specifications 

diameter   9 mm 

working length 275 mm 

viewing direction 90 ° 

brightness individually adjustable 

lighting LED (1 W) 

battery pack Li-ion 

light Temperature 3500 ° K 

    

Delivery 
1 x PCE-RS 90, 1 x carrying case, 1 x power supply, 1 x Charger, 1 x user manual 
 
Please note: Not suitable for medical purposes! 
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